<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validation Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Error Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General_1</td>
<td>If General_field1=Yes, then at least one of elements General_field2A thru General_field2G must not equal N/A or General_field2H must not be No.</td>
<td>If General_field1=Yes, then at least one of elements General_field2A thru General_field2F must not equal N/A or General_field2G must not be No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General_2</td>
<td>If General_field1=No, then all of the elements General_field2A thru General_field2G must be blank.</td>
<td>If General_field1=No, then all of the elements General_field2A thru General_field2G must be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General_3</td>
<td>If General_field4I=Yes, then General_field4A must not be blank.</td>
<td>If General_field4I=Yes, then General_field4I must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General_4</td>
<td>If General_field4H=No, then General_field4E must be blank.</td>
<td>If General_field4H=No, then General_field4E must be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General_5</td>
<td>If General_field1=No, then all of the elements General_field4A thru General_field4H must not be blank.</td>
<td>If General_field1=No, then all of the elements General_field4A thru General_field4H must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validation Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Error Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rating_5</td>
<td>If Rating_field2A&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field9 must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field2A&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field9 must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_6</td>
<td>If Rating_field2B&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field5 must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field2B&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field5 must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_7</td>
<td>If Rating_field2C&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field5 must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field2C&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field5 must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_8</td>
<td>If Rating_field2D&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field5 must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field2D&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field5 must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_9</td>
<td>If Rating_field2E&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field5 must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field2E&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field5 must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_10</td>
<td>If Rating_field2F&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field5 must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field2F&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field5 must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_11</td>
<td>If Rating_field2G&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field5 must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field2G&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field5 must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_12</td>
<td>If Rating_field2H&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field5 must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field2H&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field5 must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_13</td>
<td>If Rating_field21B&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21C and Rating_field21E must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field21B&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21C and Rating_field21E must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_14</td>
<td>If Rating_field21C&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21D and Rating_field21E must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field21C&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21D and Rating_field21E must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_15</td>
<td>If Rating_field21D&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21E must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field21D&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21E must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_16</td>
<td>If Rating_field21E&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21F must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field21E&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21F must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_17</td>
<td>If Rating_field21F&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21G must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field21F&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21G must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_18</td>
<td>If Rating_field21G&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21H must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field21G&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21H must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_19</td>
<td>If Rating_field21H&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21I must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field21H&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21I must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_20</td>
<td>If Rating_field21I&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21J must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field21I&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21J must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_21</td>
<td>If Rating_field21J&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21K must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field21J&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21K must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_22</td>
<td>If Rating_field21K&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21L must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field21K&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21L must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_23</td>
<td>If Rating_field21L&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21M must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field21L&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21M must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_24</td>
<td>If Rating_field21M&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21N must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field21M&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21N must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_25</td>
<td>If Rating_field21N&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21O must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field21N&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21O must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_26</td>
<td>If Rating_field21O&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21P must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field21O&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21P must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_27</td>
<td>If Rating_field21P&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21Q must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field21P&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21Q must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_28</td>
<td>If Rating_field21Q&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21R must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field21Q&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21R must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_29</td>
<td>If Rating_field21R&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21S must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field21R&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21S must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_30</td>
<td>If Rating_field21S&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21T must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field21S&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21T must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_31</td>
<td>If Rating_field21T&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21U must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field21T&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21U must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_32</td>
<td>If Rating_field21U&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21V must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field21U&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21V must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_33</td>
<td>If Rating_field21V&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21W must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field21V&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21W must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_34</td>
<td>If Rating_field21W&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21X must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field21W&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21X must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_35</td>
<td>If Rating_field21X&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21Y must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field21X&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21Y must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating_36</td>
<td>If Rating_field21Y&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21Z must not be blank.</td>
<td>If Rating_field21Y&lt;&gt;N/A, then Rating_field21Z must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Version 2021.0.0
If Rating_field4AC is not null, then Rating_field4AD must not be blank.

If Rating_field4HC is not null, then Rating_field4HD must not be blank.

If Rating_field4DC is not null, then Rating_field4DD must not be blank.

If Rating_field6FC is not null, then Rating_field6FD must not be blank.

If Rating_field4EC is not null, then Rating_field4ED must not be blank.

If Rating_Field5=Yes, then Rating_Field5A must not be blank.

If Rating_field6HC is not null, then Rating_field6HD must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JC is not null, then Rating_field6JD must not be blank.

If Rating_field4GC is not null, then Rating_field4GD must not be blank.

If Rating_Field5=Yes, then Rating_Field5A must not be blank.

If Rating_field6AC is not null, then Rating_field6AD must not be blank.

If Rating_field4JB is not blank, then Rating_Field4JC and Rating_Field4JE must not be blank.

If Rating_field4IB is not blank, then Rating_Field4IC and Rating_Field4IE must not be blank.

If Rating_field4HB is not blank, then Rating_field4HC and Rating_field4HE must not be blank.

If Rating_field4GB is not blank, then Rating_Field4GC and Rating_Field4GE must not be blank.

If Rating_field6FB is not blank, then Rating_Field6FC and Rating_Field6FE must not be blank.

If Rating_field6EB is not blank, then Rating_Field6EC and Rating_Field6EE must not be blank.

If Rating_field6DA indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Rating_field6DA indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Rating_field6JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.
If Rating_field8AC is not null, then Rating_field8AD must not be blank.

If Rating_field10BC is not null, then Rating_field10BD must not be blank.

If Rating_field8JC is not null, then Rating_field8JD must not be blank.

If Rating_field8GC is not null, then Rating_field8GD must not be blank.

If Rating_field8FC is not null, then Rating_field8FD must not be blank.

If Rating_Field9=Yes, then Rating_Field9A must not be blank.

If Rating_field8CC is not null, then Rating_field8CD must not be blank.

If Rating_field8IC is not null, then Rating_field8ID must not be blank.

If Rating_field10CC is not null, then Rating_field10CD must not be blank.

If Rating_field8BC is not null, then Rating_field8BD must not be blank.

If Rating_Field9=Yes, then Rating_Field9B must not be blank.

If Rating field89C is not null, then Rating_field89D must not be blank.

If Rating_field10JB is not blank, then Rating_Field10JC and Rating_Field10JE must not be blank.

If Rating_field89B is not blank, then Rating_field89B and Rating_field89D must not be blank.

If Rating_Field10GB is not blank, then Rating_Field10GC and Rating_Field10GE must not be blank.

If Rating_field89A is not null, then Rating_field89A must not be blank.

If Rating_field88C is not null, then Rating_field88D must not be blank.

If Rating_field88B is not blank, then Rating_field88B and Rating_field88D must not be blank.

If Rating_field88A is not null, then Rating_field88A must not be blank.

If Rating_field87C is not null, then Rating_field87D must not be blank.

If Rating_field87B is not blank, then Rating_field87B and Rating_field87D must not be blank.

If Rating_field87A is not null, then Rating_field87A must not be blank.

If Rating_field86C is not null, then Rating_field86D must not be blank.

If Rating_field86B is not blank, then Rating_field86B and Rating_field86D must not be blank.

If Rating_field86A is not null, then Rating_field86A must not be blank.

If Rating_field85C is not null, then Rating_field85D must not be blank.

If Rating_field85B is not blank, then Rating_field85B and Rating_field85D must not be blank.

If Rating_field85A is not null, then Rating_field85A must not be blank.

If Rating_field84C is not null, then Rating_field84D must not be blank.

If Rating_field84B is not blank, then Rating_field84B and Rating_field84D must not be blank.

If Rating_field84A is not null, then Rating_field84A must not be blank.

If Rating_field83C is not null, then Rating_field83D must not be blank.

If Rating_field83B is not blank, then Rating_field83B and Rating_field83D must not be blank.

If Rating_field83A is not null, then Rating_field83A must not be blank.

If Rating_field82C is not null, then Rating_field82D must not be blank.

If Rating_field82B is not blank, then Rating_field82B and Rating_field82D must not be blank.

If Rating_field82A is not null, then Rating_field82A must not be blank.

If Rating_field81C is not null, then Rating_field81D must not be blank.

If Rating_field81B is not blank, then Rating_field81B and Rating_field81D must not be blank.

If Rating_field81A is not null, then Rating_field81A must not be blank.

If Rating_field80C is not null, then Rating_field80D must not be blank.

If Rating_field80B is not blank, then Rating_field80B and Rating_field80D must not be blank.

If Rating_field80A is not null, then Rating_field80A must not be blank.

If Rating_field79C is not null, then Rating_field79D must not be blank.

If Rating_field79B is not blank, then Rating_field79B and Rating_field79D must not be blank.

If Rating_field79A is not null, then Rating_field79A must not be blank.

If Rating_field78C is not null, then Rating_field78D must not be blank.

If Rating_field78B is not blank, then Rating_field78B and Rating_field78D must not be blank.

If Rating_field78A is not null, then Rating_field78A must not be blank.

If Rating_field77C is not null, then Rating_field77D must not be blank.

If Rating_field77B is not blank, then Rating_field77B and Rating_field77D must not be blank.

If Rating_field77A is not null, then Rating_field77A must not be blank.

If Rating_field76C is not null, then Rating_field76D must not be blank.

If Rating_field76B is not blank, then Rating_field76B and Rating_field76D must not be blank.

If Rating_field76A is not null, then Rating_field76A must not be blank.

If Rating_field75C is not null, then Rating_field75D must not be blank.

If Rating_field75B is not blank, then Rating_field75B and Rating_field75D must not be blank.

If Rating_field75A is not null, then Rating_field75A must not be blank.
If Rating_field10EC is not null, then Rating_field10ED must not be blank.

If Rating_field10EC is not null, then Rating_field10DF must not be blank.

If Rating_field10GC is not null, then Rating_field10GD must not be blank.

If Rating_field10HC is not null, then Rating_field10HD must not be blank.

If Rating_Field13 = No, then Rating_Field13A must be blank.

If Rating_field10JC is not null, then Rating_field10JD must not be blank.

If Rating_Field13A <> Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must not be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13 = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A <> Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.

If Rating_Field13A = Provided by a third-party, then Rating_Field14A and Rating_Field14B must be blank.
If Rating_Field20=E or Rating_Field20=B, then Rating_Field21A must not be blank.

Income: If Rating_Field20=E or Rating_Field20=B, then Rating_Field21A must not be blank.

If Rating_Field18=No, then Rating_Field20 must be blank.

If Rating_Field18=Yes, then Rating_Field20 must not be blank.

Occupation: If Rating_Field18=Yes, then Rating_Field20 must not be blank.

If Rating_Field18=No, then Rating_Field20 must be blank.

Occupation: If Rating_Field18=No, then Rating_Field20 must be blank.

If Rating_Field18=Yes, then Rating_Field20 must not be blank.

Occupation: If Rating_Field18=Yes, then Rating_Field20 must not be blank.

If Rating_Field18=No, then Rating_Field20 must be blank.

If Rating_Field18=Yes, then Rating_Field20 must not be blank.

If Rating_Field18=Yes, then Rating_Field20 must not be blank.

If Rating_Field18=Yes, then Rating_Field20 must not be blank.

If Rating_Field18=Yes, then Rating_Field20 must not be blank.

If Rating_Field18=Yes, then Rating_Field20 must not be blank.

If Rating_Field18=No, then Rating_Field20 must be blank.

If Rating_Field18=Yes, then Rating_Field20 must not be blank.

If General_field2B<>N/A, then Underwriting_Field13 must not be blank.

If General_field2B<>N/A, then Underwriting_Field13 must not be blank.

If General_field2B<>N/A, then Underwriting_Field13 must not be blank.

If General_field2B<>N/A, then Underwriting_Field13 must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field1=Yes, then Underwriting_Field2A AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party, and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

Other Non-Traditional Data Elements: If Rating_Field20=E or Rating_Field20=B, then Rating_Field21A must not be blank.

Other Non-Traditional Data Elements: If Rating_Field20=E or Rating_Field20=B, then Rating_Field21A must not be blank.

Other Non-Traditional Data Elements: If Rating_Field20=E or Rating_Field20=B, then Rating_Field21A must not be blank.

Other Non-Traditional Data Elements: If Rating_Field20=E or Rating_Field20=B, then Rating_Field21A must not be blank.
If Underwriting_Field3=Yes, then Underwriting_Field3A must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field5=Yes, then Underwriting_Field5A must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field4HC is not null, then Underwriting_Field4HD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field4GC is not null, then Underwriting_Field4GD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field4DC is not null, then Underwriting_Field4DD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field4CC is not null, then Underwriting_Field4CD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field4AC is not null, then Underwriting_Field4AD must not be blank.

Underwriting_Field4JE must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field4JB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field4JC and Underwriting_Field4JD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field4IB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field4IC and Underwriting_Field4ID must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field4HB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field4HC and Underwriting_Field4HD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field4EB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field4EC and Underwriting_Field4ED must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field4DB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field4DC and Underwriting_Field4DD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field4CB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field4CC and Underwriting_Field4CD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field4AB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field4AC and Underwriting_Field4AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field42B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field42C and Underwriting_Field42E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field422H is not blank, then Underwriting_Field42HC and Underwriting_Field42HE must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field421B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field421C and Underwriting_Field421E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field421A is not null, then Underwriting_Field421AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field420C is not null, then Underwriting_Field420D must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field420B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field420C and Underwriting_Field420E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field420A is not null, then Underwriting_Field420AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field41B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field41C and Underwriting_Field41E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field41A is not null, then Underwriting_Field41AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field40C is not null, then Underwriting_Field40D must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field40B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field40C and Underwriting_Field40E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field40A is not null, then Underwriting_Field40AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field3A indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Underwriting_Field22B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Underwriting_Field221C is not null, then Underwriting_Field221D must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field221B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field221C and Underwriting_Field221E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field221A is not null, then Underwriting_Field221AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field220C is not null, then Underwriting_Field220D must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field220B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field220C and Underwriting_Field220E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field220A is not null, then Underwriting_Field220AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field21B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field21C and Underwriting_Field21E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field21A is not null, then Underwriting_Field21AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field20C is not null, then Underwriting_Field20D must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field20B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field20C and Underwriting_Field20E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field20A is not null, then Underwriting_Field20AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field29A indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Underwriting_Field28B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Underwriting_Field281C is not null, then Underwriting_Field281D must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field281B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field281C and Underwriting_Field281E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field281A is not null, then Underwriting_Field281AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field280C is not null, then Underwriting_Field280D must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field280B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field280C and Underwriting_Field280E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field280A is not null, then Underwriting_Field280AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field27B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Underwriting_Field27A indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Underwriting_Field26C is not null, then Underwriting_Field26D must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field26C and Underwriting_Field26E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26A is not null, then Underwriting_Field26AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field25B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field25C and Underwriting_Field25E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field25A is not null, then Underwriting_Field25AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field24B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field24C and Underwriting_Field24E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field24A is not null, then Underwriting_Field24AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field23B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field23C and Underwriting_Field23E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field23A is not null, then Underwriting_Field23AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field22B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field22C and Underwriting_Field22E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field22A is not null, then Underwriting_Field22AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field21B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field21C and Underwriting_Field21E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field21A is not null, then Underwriting_Field21AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field20B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field20C and Underwriting_Field20E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field20A is not null, then Underwriting_Field20AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field19B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field19C and Underwriting_Field19E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field19A is not null, then Underwriting_Field19AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field18B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field18C and Underwriting_Field18E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field18A is not null, then Underwriting_Field18AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field17B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field17C and Underwriting_Field17E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field17A is not null, then Underwriting_Field17AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field16B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field16C and Underwriting_Field16E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field16A is not null, then Underwriting_Field16AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field15B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field15C and Underwriting_Field15E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field15A is not null, then Underwriting_Field15AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field14C and Underwriting_Field14E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14A is not null, then Underwriting_Field14AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field13B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field13C and Underwriting_Field13E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field13A is not null, then Underwriting_Field13AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field12B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field12C and Underwriting_Field12E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field12A is not null, then Underwriting_Field12AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field11B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field11C and Underwriting_Field11E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field11A is not null, then Underwriting_Field11AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field10B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field10C and Underwriting_Field10E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field10A is not null, then Underwriting_Field10AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field9B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field9C and Underwriting_Field9E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field9A is not null, then Underwriting_Field9AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field8B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field8C and Underwriting_Field8E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field8A is not null, then Underwriting_Field8AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field7B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field7C and Underwriting_Field7E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field7A is not null, then Underwriting_Field7AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field6B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6C and Underwriting_Field6E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field6A is not null, then Underwriting_Field6AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field5B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field5C and Underwriting_Field5E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field5A is not null, then Underwriting_Field5AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field4B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field4C and Underwriting_Field4E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field4A is not null, then Underwriting_Field4AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field3B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field3C and Underwriting_Field3E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field3A is not null, then Underwriting_Field3AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field2C and Underwriting_Field2E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2A is not null, then Underwriting_Field2AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field1B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field1C and Underwriting_Field1E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field1A is not null, then Underwriting_Field1AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field0B is not blank, then Underwriting_Field0C and Underwriting_Field0E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field0A is not null, then Underwriting_Field0AD must not be blank.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_249</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field5=Yes, then Underwriting_Field6AB, Underwriting_Field6AC, and Underwriting_Field6AE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field5=Yes, then Underwriting_Field6AB, Underwriting_Field6AC, and Underwriting_Field6AE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_250</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field6BB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6BC and Underwriting_Field6BE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field6BB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6BC and Underwriting_Field6BE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_251</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field6CB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6CC and Underwriting_Field6CE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field6CB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6CC and Underwriting_Field6CE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_252</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field6DB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6DC and Underwriting_Field6DE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field6DB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6DC and Underwriting_Field6DE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_253</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field6EB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6EC and Underwriting_Field6EE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field6EB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6EC and Underwriting_Field6EE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_254</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field6FB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6FC and Underwriting_Field6FE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field6FB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6FC and Underwriting_Field6FE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_255</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field6GB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6GC and Underwriting_Field6GE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field6GB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6GC and Underwriting_Field6GE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_256</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field6HB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6HC and Underwriting_Field6HD must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field6HB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6HC and Underwriting_Field6HD must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_257</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field6IB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6IC and Underwriting_Field6ID must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field6IB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6IC and Underwriting_Field6ID must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_258</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field6EB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6EC and Underwriting_Field6EE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field6EB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6EC and Underwriting_Field6EE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_259</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field6AC is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6AD and Underwriting_Field6AE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field6AC is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6AD and Underwriting_Field6AE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_260</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field6IC is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6ID and Underwriting_Field6IE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field6IC is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6ID and Underwriting_Field6IE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_261</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field6EB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6EC and Underwriting_Field6EE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field6EB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6EC and Underwriting_Field6EE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_262</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field6AC is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6AD and Underwriting_Field6AE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field6AC is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6AD and Underwriting_Field6AE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_263</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field6IB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6IC and Underwriting_Field6ID must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field6IB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6IC and Underwriting_Field6ID must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_264</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field6EB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6EC and Underwriting_Field6EE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field6EB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6EC and Underwriting_Field6EE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_265</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field6AC is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6AD and Underwriting_Field6AE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field6AC is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6AD and Underwriting_Field6AE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_266</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field6EB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6EC and Underwriting_Field6EE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field6EB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6EC and Underwriting_Field6EE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_267</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field6AC is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6AD and Underwriting_Field6AE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field6AC is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6AD and Underwriting_Field6AE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_268</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field6IB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6IC and Underwriting_Field6ID must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field6IB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6IC and Underwriting_Field6ID must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_269</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field6EB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6EC and Underwriting_Field6EE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field6EB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field6EC and Underwriting_Field6EE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_270</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field7=Yes, then Underwriting_Field6AB, Underwriting_Field6AC, and Underwriting_Field6AE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field7=Yes, then Underwriting_Field6AB, Underwriting_Field6AC, and Underwriting_Field6AE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_271</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field7BB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field7BC and Underwriting_Field7BE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field7BB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field7BC and Underwriting_Field7BE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_272</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field7CB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field7CC and Underwriting_Field7CE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field7CB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field7CC and Underwriting_Field7CE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_273</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field7DB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field7DC and Underwriting_Field7DE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field7DB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field7DC and Underwriting_Field7DE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_274</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field7EB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field7EC and Underwriting_Field7EE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field7EB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field7EC and Underwriting_Field7EE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_275</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field7FB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field7FC and Underwriting_Field7FE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field7FB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field7FC and Underwriting_Field7FE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_276</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field7GB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field7GC and Underwriting_Field7GE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field7GB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field7GC and Underwriting_Field7GE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_277</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field7HB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field7HC and Underwriting_Field7HE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field7HB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field7HC and Underwriting_Field7HE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_278</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field7SB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field7SC and Underwriting_Field7SE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field7SB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field7SC and Underwriting_Field7SE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_279</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field7BB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field7BC and Underwriting_Field7BE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field7BB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field7BC and Underwriting_Field7BE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_280</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field7IAC is not blank, then Underwriting_Field7IAD and Underwriting_Field7IAE must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field7IAC is not blank, then Underwriting_Field7IAD and Underwriting_Field7IAE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting_281</td>
<td>If Underwriting_Field7FBB is not null, then Underwriting_Field7FBD must not be blank. If Underwriting_Field7FBB is not null, then Underwriting_Field7FBD must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Version 2021.0.0
| If Underwriting_Field9=Yes, then Underwriting_Field9A must not be blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field9=Yes, then Underwriting_Field9A must not be blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field11=Yes, then Underwriting_Field11A must not be blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field11=Yes, then Underwriting_Field11A must not be blank. |
| Underwriting_Field12EE must not be blank. |
| Underwriting_Field12DE must not be blank. |
| Underwriting_Field12BE must not be blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field11=Yes, then Underwriting_Field12AB, |
| blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field10JC is not null, then Underwriting_Field10JD must not be |
| blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field10HC is not null, then Underwriting_Field10HD must not be |
| blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field10GC is not null, then Underwriting_Field10GD must not be |
| blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field10FC is not null, then Underwriting_Field10FD must not be |
| blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field10EC is not null, then Underwriting_Field10ED must not be |
| blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field10CC is not null, then Underwriting_Field10CD must not be |
| blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field10AC is not null, then Underwriting_Field10AD must not be |
| blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field9=Yes, then Underwriting_Field9A must not be blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field9=Yes, then Underwriting_Field9A must not be blank. |
| Underwriting_Field10IB must not be blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field10IC and |
| Underwriting_Field10IB must not be blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field10H indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10H indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10F indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10F indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10E indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10E indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10D indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10D indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10C indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10C indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10A indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10A indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field9=Yes, then Underwriting_Field9A must not be blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field9=Yes, then Underwriting_Field9A must not be blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field8HC is not null, then Underwriting_Field8HD must not be |
| blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field8EC is not null, then Underwriting_Field8ED must not be |
| blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field8CC is not null, then Underwriting_Field8CD must not be |
| blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field8AC, and Underwriting_Field10AE must not be blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field12E AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Underwriting_Field12E Developed |
| Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field12D AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Underwriting_Field12D Developed |
| Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field12C AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Underwriting_Field12C Developed |
| Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field12B AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Underwriting_Field12B Developed |
| Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field12A AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Underwriting_Field12A Developed |
| Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field11=Yes, then Underwriting_Field11A must not be blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field11=Yes, then Underwriting_Field11A must not be blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field10J indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10J indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10I indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10I indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10H indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10H indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10G indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10G indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10F indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10F indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10E indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10E indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10D indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10D indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10C indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10C indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10A indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field10A indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of |
| the third-party must be listed. |
| If Underwriting_Field9=Yes, then Underwriting_Field9A must not be blank. |
| If Underwriting_Field9=Yes, then Underwriting_Field9A must not be blank. |
If Underwriting_Field13 = Yes, then Underwriting_Field13A must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field13 = Yes, then Underwriting_Field13A must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14EC is not null, then Underwriting_Field14ED must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14EC is not null, then Underwriting_Field14ED must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14FC is not null, then Underwriting_Field14FD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14FC is not null, then Underwriting_Field14FD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14HB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field14HC and Underwriting_Field14HD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14HB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field14HC and Underwriting_Field14HD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14EB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field14EC and Underwriting_Field14ED must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14EB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field14EC and Underwriting_Field14ED must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14JB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field14JC and Underwriting_Field14JD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14JB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field14JC and Underwriting_Field14JD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14FB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field14FC and Underwriting_Field14FD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14FB is not blank, then Underwriting_Field14FC and Underwriting_Field14FD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14GB is not null, then Underwriting_Field14GD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14GB is not null, then Underwriting_Field14GD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14IG is not null, then Underwriting_Field14ID must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14IG is not null, then Underwriting_Field14ID must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14HG is not null, then Underwriting_Field14HD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14HG is not null, then Underwriting_Field14HD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14DG is not null, then Underwriting_Field14DD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14DG is not null, then Underwriting_Field14DD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14AG is not null, then Underwriting_Field14AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14AG is not null, then Underwriting_Field14AD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14FG is not null, then Underwriting_Field14FD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14FG is not null, then Underwriting_Field14FD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14BG is not null, then Underwriting_Field14BD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14BG is not null, then Underwriting_Field14BD must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14EG is not null, then Underwriting_Field14ED must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field14EG is not null, then Underwriting_Field14ED must not be blank.
If Underwriting_Field15=Yes, then Underwriting_Field15A must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field15=Yes, then Underwriting_Field15B must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field24E=No, then Underwriting_Field26E must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field23 = No, then Underwriting_Field23A must be blank.

Demographic: If Underwriting_Field24=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26 must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field24D=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26D must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field24C=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26C must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field19 = No, then Underwriting_Field19A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field15=Yes, then Underwriting_Field16AB must not be blank.

Underwriting_360

If Underwriting_Field2616F is not blank, then Underwriting_Field16F and Underwriting_Field16E must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2616E is not blank, then Underwriting_Field16E and Underwriting_Field16D must not be blank.

Criminal Convictions: If Underwriting_Field26=I or Underwriting_Field26 is blank, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

Consumer or Other Type of Score: If Underwriting_Field24=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26 must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2416A is not null, then Underwriting_Field2616A must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field16H AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Underwriting_Field16H Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field16I AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Underwriting_Field16I Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field16J AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Underwriting_Field16J Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field16AB and Underwriting_Field16AD must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field16AC is not null, then Underwriting_Field16AD must not be blank.

Consumer or Other Type of Score: If Underwriting_Field24=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26 must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424D=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26D must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424D=No, then Underwriting_Field26D must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424E=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26E must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424E=No, then Underwriting_Field26E must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424F=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26F must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424F=No, then Underwriting_Field26F must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424G=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26G must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424G=No, then Underwriting_Field26G must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424H=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26H must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424H=No, then Underwriting_Field26H must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424I=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26I must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424I=No, then Underwriting_Field26I must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424J=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26J must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424J=No, then Underwriting_Field26J must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424K=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26K must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424K=No, then Underwriting_Field26K must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424L=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26L must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424L=No, then Underwriting_Field26L must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424M=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26M must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424M=No, then Underwriting_Field26M must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424N=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26N must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424N=No, then Underwriting_Field26N must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424O=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26O must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424O=No, then Underwriting_Field26O must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424P=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26P must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424P=No, then Underwriting_Field26P must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424Q=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26Q must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424Q=No, then Underwriting_Field26Q must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424R=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26R must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424R=No, then Underwriting_Field26R must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424S=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26S must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424S=No, then Underwriting_Field26S must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424T=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26T must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424T=No, then Underwriting_Field26T must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424U=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26U must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field2424U=No, then Underwriting_Field26U must be blank.
If Underwriting_Field24F=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26F must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26F is blank, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field24F=No, then Underwriting_Field26F must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field24F=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26F must not be blank.

If Underwriting_Field24F is blank, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field24F=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26F must not be blank.

Driving Behavior: If Underwriting_Field24=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26 must not be blank.

Underwriting_433

Underwriting_429

Underwriting_428

Underwriting_426

Underwriting_419

Underwriting_417

Underwriting_416

Underwriting_414

Underwriting_412

Underwriting_411

Underwriting_408

Underwriting_407

Underwriting_406

Facial Detection/Recognition/Analysis: If Underwriting_Field24=No, then Underwriting_Field26 must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=I or Underwriting_Field26 is blank, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=E or Underwriting_Field26=B, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=I or Underwriting_Field26 is blank, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=E or Underwriting_Field26=B, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=I or Underwriting_Field26 is blank, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=E or Underwriting_Field26=B, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=I or Underwriting_Field26 is blank, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=E or Underwriting_Field26=B, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=I or Underwriting_Field26 is blank, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=E or Underwriting_Field26=B, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=I or Underwriting_Field26 is blank, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=E or Underwriting_Field26=B, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=I or Underwriting_Field26 is blank, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=E or Underwriting_Field26=B, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=I or Underwriting_Field26 is blank, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=E or Underwriting_Field26=B, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=I or Underwriting_Field26 is blank, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=E or Underwriting_Field26=B, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=I or Underwriting_Field26 is blank, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=E or Underwriting_Field26=B, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=I or Underwriting_Field26 is blank, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=E or Underwriting_Field26=B, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=I or Underwriting_Field26 is blank, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=E or Underwriting_Field26=B, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=I or Underwriting_Field26 is blank, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=E or Underwriting_Field26=B, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=I or Underwriting_Field26 is blank, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=E or Underwriting_Field26=B, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=I or Underwriting_Field26 is blank, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.

If Underwriting_Field26=E or Underwriting_Field26=B, then Underwriting_Field27A must be blank.
If Underwriting_Field24Q=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26Q must not be blank.
If Underwriting_Field24U=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26U must not be blank.
If General_field2C<>N/A, then Claims_Field7 must not be blank.
If Underwriting_Field24U=No, then Underwriting_Field26U must be blank.
If General_field2C<>N/A, then Claims_Field5 must not be blank.
If General_field2C<>N/A, then Claims_Field13 must not be blank.
If Underwriting_Field24S=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26S must not be blank.
Medical: If Underwriting_Field24=No, then Underwriting_Field26 must be blank.
If Underwriting_Field24T=No, then Underwriting_Field26T must be blank.
If General_field2C<>N/A, then Claims_Field9 must not be blank.
If Underwriting_Field24R=No, then Underwriting_Field26R must be blank.
Online Media: If Underwriting_Field24=No, then Underwriting_Field26 must be blank.
Voice Analysis: If Underwriting_Field24=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26 must not be blank.
Medical: If Underwriting_Field24=Yes, then Underwriting_Field26 must not be blank.
If General_field2C<>N/A, then Claims_Field1=Yes, then ClaimsgetField2A, ClaimsgetField2AB, ClaimsgetField2AC, and ClaimsgetField2AE must not be blank.
Claims getField2A, Claims getField2AB, Claims getField2AC, and Claims getField2AE must not be blank.
If General_field2C<>N/A, then Claims_field1 must not be blank.
Claims 457 If General_field2C<>N/A, then Claims_field1 must not be blank
Claims 458 If General_field2C<>N/A, then Claims_field1 must not be blank
Claims 459 If General_field2C<>N/A, then Claims_field1 must not be blank
Claims 460 If General_field2C<>N/A, then Claims_field1 must not be blank
Claims 461 If General_field2C<>N/A, then Claims_field1 must not be blank
Claims 462 If General_field2C<>N/A, then Claims_field1 must not be blank
Claims 463 If General_field2C<>N/A, then Claims_field1 must not be blank
Claims 464 If Claims_field1=Yes, then Claims_field1A must not be blank
Claims 465 If Claims_field1=Yes, then Claims_field2A, Claims_field2AB, Claims_field2AC, and Claims_field2AE must not be blank.
Claims 466 If Claims_field2A, Claims_field2AB, Claims_field2AC, and Claims_field2AE must not be blank.
Claims 467 If Claims_field2A, Claims_field2AB, Claims_field2AC, and Claims_field2AE must not be blank.
Claims 468 If Claims_field2A, Claims_field2AB, Claims_field2AC, and Claims_field2AE must not be blank.
Claims 469 If Claims_field2A, Claims_field2AB, Claims_field2AC, and Claims_field2AE must not be blank.
Claims 470 If Claims_field2A, Claims_field2AB, Claims_field2AC, and Claims_field2AE must not be blank.
Claims 471 If Claims_field2A, Claims_field2AB, Claims_field2AC, and Claims_field2AE must not be blank.
Claims 472 If Claims_field2A, Claims_field2AB, Claims_field2AC, and Claims_field2AE must not be blank.
Claims 473 If Claims_field2A, Claims_field2AB, Claims_field2AC, and Claims_field2AE must not be blank.
Claims 474 If Claims_field2A, Claims_field2AB, Claims_field2AC, and Claims_field2AE must not be blank.
Claims 475 If Claims_field2A, Claims_field2AB, Claims_field2AC, and Claims_field2AE must not be blank.
Claims 476 If Claims_field2A, Claims_field2AB, Claims_field2AC, and Claims_field2AE must not be blank.
If Claims_Field2CC is not null, then Claims_Field2CD must not be blank.
If Claims_Field2DC is not null, then Claims_Field2DD must not be blank.
If Claims_Field2HC is not null, then Claims_Field2HD must not be blank.
If Claims_Field4FC is not null, then Claims_Field4FD must not be blank.
If Claims_Field4HC is not null, then Claims_Field4HD must not be blank.
If Claims_Field4EC is not null, then Claims_Field4ED must not be blank.
If Claims_Field2IC is not null, then Claims_Field2ID must not be blank.
If Claims_Field4JC is not null, then Claims_Field4JD must not be blank.

If Claims_Field6GB is not blank, then Claims_Field6GC and Claims_Field6GE must not be blank.
If Claims_Field6FB is not blank, then Claims_Field6FC and Claims_Field6FE must not be blank.
If Claims_Field6EB is not blank, then Claims_Field6EC and Claims_Field6EE must not be blank.
If Claims_Field6DB is not blank, then Claims_Field6DC and Claims_Field6DE must not be blank.
If Claims_Field6C AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field6C Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.
If Claims_Field6B AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field6B Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.
If Claims_Field6A AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field6A Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Claims_Field4GB indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.
If Claims_Field4FB indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.
If Claims_Field4EB indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.
If Claims_Field4DB indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.
If Claims_Field4C AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field4C Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.
If Claims_Field4B AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field4B Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.
If Claims_Field4A AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field4A Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Claims_Field3=Yes, then Claims_Field3A must not be blank.
If Claims_Field2IC indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Claims_Field5=Yes, then Claims_Field6A AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party, and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.
If Claims_Field4H indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.
If Claims_Field4G indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.
If Claims_Field4F indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.
If Claims_Field4D indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.
If Claims_Field4C indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.
If Claims_Field4B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.
If Claims_Field4A indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Claims_Field6G AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field6G Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.
If Claims_Field6F AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field6F Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.
If Claims_Field6E AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field6E Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.
If Claims_Field6D AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field6D Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.
If Claims_Field6C AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field6C Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.
If Claims_Field6B AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field6B Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.
If Claims_Field6A AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field6A Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Claims_Field5=Yes, then Claims_Field6A AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party, and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.
If Claims_Field4I AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field4I Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.
If Claims_Field4H AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field4H Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.
If Claims_Field4G AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field4G Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.
If Claims_Field4F AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field4F Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.
If Claims_Field4D AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field4D Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.
If Claims_Field4B AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field4B Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.
If Claims_Field4A AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field4A Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Claims_Field5=Yes, then Claims_Field6A AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party, and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claims</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field6AC is not null, then Claims_Field6AD and Claims_Field6E must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field6CC is not null, then Claims_Field6CD and Claims_Field6E must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field6DC is not null, then Claims_Field6DD and Claims_Field6E must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field6FC is not null, then Claims_Field6FD and Claims_Field6E must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field6BC is not null, then Claims_Field6BD and Claims_Field6E must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field8FC is not null, then Claims_Field8FD and Claims_Field8E must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field8CC is not null, then Claims_Field8CD and Claims_Field8E must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field8HC is not null, then Claims_Field8HD and Claims_Field8E must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field8EC is not null, then Claims_Field8ED and Claims_Field8E must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field9=Yes, then Claims_Field9A and Claims_Field9E must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field7=Yes, then Claims_Field7A and Claims_Field7E must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field6HC is not null, then Claims_Field6HD and Claims_Field6E must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field8JB is not blank, then Claims_Field8JC and Claims_Field8JE must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field8IB is not blank, then Claims_Field8IC and Claims_Field8IE must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field8GB is not blank, then Claims_Field8GC and Claims_Field8GE must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field8FB is not blank, then Claims_Field8FC and Claims_Field8FE must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field8DB is not blank, then Claims_Field8DC and Claims_Field8DE must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field8AC is not null, then Claims_Field8AD and Claims_Field8E must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field8AE must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If Claims_Field10B AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field10A AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/MO must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If Claims_Field10B AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field10A AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/MO must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If Claims_Field8JB AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field8JA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/MO must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If Claims_Field8IB AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field8IA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/MO must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If Claims_Field8GB AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field8GA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/MO must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If Claims_Field8FB AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field8FA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/MO must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If Claims_Field8DB AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field8DA AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/MO must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claim</td>
<td>Condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field10AC is not null</td>
<td>then Claims_Field10AD must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field10BC is not null</td>
<td>then Claims_Field10BD must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field10CC is not null</td>
<td>then Claims_Field10CD must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field10DC is not null</td>
<td>then Claims_Field10DE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field11=Yes</td>
<td>then Claims_Field11A must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field12AB is not blank</td>
<td>then Claims_Field12AC and Claims_Field12AE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field12CD is not null</td>
<td>then Claims_Field12CE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field12EF is not blank</td>
<td>then Claims_Field12FG must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field12GH is not blank</td>
<td>then Claims_Field12HJ must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field12IJ is not blank</td>
<td>then Claims_Field12IK must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field12ABD is not null</td>
<td>then Claims_Field12ACD and Claims_Field12AE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field12CCD is not null</td>
<td>then Claims_Field12CE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field12ABE is not blank</td>
<td>then Claims_Field12ACF and Claims_Field12AE must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field12GHI is not blank</td>
<td>then Claims_Field12HJ must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field12AIJ is not blank</td>
<td>then Claims_Field12IK must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field12ABF is not blank</td>
<td>then Claims_Field12AG must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field12AHJ is not blank</td>
<td>then Claims_Field12HI must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field12ABI is not blank</td>
<td>then Claims_Field12AJ must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field12BFI is not blank</td>
<td>then Claims_Field12G must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field12AHJ is not blank</td>
<td>then Claims_Field12HI must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field12ABF is not blank</td>
<td>then Claims_Field12AG must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field12ABE is not blank</td>
<td>then Claims_Field12AF must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claims_Field12ABC is not blank</td>
<td>then Claims_Field12AD must not be blank.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If Claims_Field12GC is not null, then Claims_Field12GD must not be blank.

If Claims_Field17 = No, then Claims_Field17A must be blank.

If Claims_Field22D=No, then Claims_Field24D must be blank.

If Claims_Field14DC is not null, then Claims_Field14DD must not be blank.

If Claims_Field13=Yes, then Claims_Field13A must not be blank.

Demographic: If Claims_Field22=Yes, then Claims_Field24 must not be blank.

If Claims_Field13=Yes, then Claims_Field13A must not be blank.

If Claims_Field14I AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field14B Developed Internally or by a Third-party, and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Claims_Field21 = No, then Claims_Field21A must be blank.

If Claims_Field17 = Yes, then Claims_Field17A must not be blank.

If Claims_Field12HC is not null, then Claims_Field12HD must not be blank.

If Claims_Field18B must be blank.

If Claims_Field18B must not be blank.

If Claims_Field14ID is not null, then Claims_Field14IE and Claims_Field14IF must not be blank.

If Claims_Field14H indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Claims_Field24=E or Claims_Field24=B, then Claims_Field25A must not be blank.

If Claims_Field14D indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Claims_Field14IC indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Claims_Field14B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Claims_Field14I AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field14B Developed Internally or by a Third-party, and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Claims_Field14I AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field14D Developed Internally or by a Third-party, and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Claims_Field14E AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field14F Developed Internally or by a Third-party, and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Claims_Field14F indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Claims_Field14F indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Claims_Field14E indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Claims_Field14E indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Claims_Field14D indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Claims_Field14D indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Claims_Field14C indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Claims_Field14C indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Claims_Field14B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Claims_Field14B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Claims_Field14A indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Claims_Field14A indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Claims_Field14I AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field14A Developed Internally or by a Third-party, and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Claims_Field14I AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field14C Developed Internally or by a Third-party, and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Claims_Field14A indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Claims_Field13=Yes, then Claims_Field13A must not be blank.

If Claims_Field16=Yes, then Claims_Field16A must not be blank.

If Claims_Field21=Yes, then Claims_Field21A must not be blank.

If Claims_Field14H indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Claims_Field12H indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Claims_Field17A = Provided by a third-party, then Claims_Field18A and Claims_Field18B must be blank.

If Claims_Field18 = Yes, then Claims_Field18A must be blank.

If Claims_Field18 = Yes, then Claims_Field18A must be blank.

If Claims_Field14I AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field14I Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Claims_Field14B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Claims_Field14I AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field14C Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Claims_Field14I AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field14A Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Claims_Field14I AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field14A Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Claims_Field14I AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field14C Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Claims_Field14I AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field14A Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Claims_Field14I AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field14A Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Claims_Field14I AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field14D Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Claims_Field14I AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field14D Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Claims_Field14E AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field14F Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Claims_Field14E AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field14F Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Claims_Field14E AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field14C Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Claims_Field14E AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field14C Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Claims_Field14I AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Claims_Field14H Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.
If Claims_Field22F=Yes, then Claims_Field24F must not be blank.
If Claims_Field22H=Yes, then Claims_Field24H must not be blank.
If Claims_Field22I=Yes, then Claims_Field24I must not be blank.
If Claims_Field22J=Yes, then Claims_Field24J must not be blank.
If Claims_Field22K=Yes, then Claims_Field24K must not be blank.
If Claims_Field22L=Yes, then Claims_Field24L must not be blank.
If Claims_Field22M=Yes, then Claims_Field24M must not be blank.
If Claims_Field22N=Yes, then Claims_Field24N must not be blank.
If Claims_Field22O=Yes, then Claims_Field24O must not be blank.
If Claims_Field22P=Yes, then Claims_Field24P must not be blank.
If Claims_Field22Q=Yes, then Claims_Field24Q must not be blank.
If Claims_Field22R=Yes, then Claims_Field24R must not be blank.
If Claims_Field22S=E or Claims_Field24S=B, then Claims_Field25AS must not be blank.
If Claims_Field22T=Yes, then Claims_Field24T must not be blank.
If Claims_Field22U=Yes, then Claims_Field24U must not be blank.
If Claims_Field22V=Yes, then Claims_Field24V must not be blank.
If Claims_Field22W=Yes, then Claims_Field24W must not be blank.
If Claims_Field22X=Yes, then Claims_Field24X must not be blank.
If Claims_Field22Y=Yes, then Claims_Field24Y must not be blank.
If Claims_Field22Z=Yes, then Claims_Field24Z must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AS not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AR must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AN must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AO must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AK must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AL must not be blank.
If Claims_Field25AM must not be blank.
Telematics: If Claims_Field24=I or Claims_Field24 is blank, then Claims_Field25A must be blank.

Voice Analysis: If Fraud_Field2CD is not null, then Fraud_Field2CD must not be blank.

Other Non-Traditional Data Elements: If Claims_Field22=No, then Claims_Field26 must be blank.

If Fraud_Field4DB is not blank, then Fraud_Field4DC and Fraud_Field4DE must be blank.

If Fraud_Field2BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field2CC and Fraud_Field2CE must not be blank.

Voice Analysis: If Claims_Field22T=Yes, then Claims_Field24T must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field4B AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Fraud_Field4B Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field4A AI/MO Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party must be listed.

If Fraud_Field2B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Fraud_Field2E indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Fraud_Field2D indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Fraud_Field2B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Fraud_Field2I AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Fraud_Field2I Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field2H AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Fraud_Field2H Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field2G AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Fraud_Field2G Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field2F AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Fraud_Field2F Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field2E AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Fraud_Field2E Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field2D AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Fraud_Field2D Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field2B AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Fraud_Field2B Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field2I=Yes, then Fraud_Field2IA must not be blank.

Fraud_Field2I=Yes, then Fraud_Field2IA must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field2I=Yes, then Fraud_Field2IA must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field2I=Yes, then Fraud_Field2IA must not be blank.
If Fraud_Field4AC is not null, then Fraud_Field4AD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field5=Yes, then Fraud_Field5A must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field4EC is not null, then Fraud_Field4ED must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field4CC is not null, then Fraud_Field4CD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field4GC is not null, then Fraud_Field4GD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field6DC is not null, then Fraud_Field6DD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field6FC is not null, then Fraud_Field6FD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field6HC is not null, then Fraud_Field6HD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field6EC is not null, then Fraud_Field6ED must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field6AC is not null, then Fraud_Field6AD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field4JC is not null, then Fraud_Field4JD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field6BC is not null, then Fraud_Field6BD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field4FC is not null, then Fraud_Field4FD must not be blank.
If Fraud_Field6JC is not null, then Fraud_Field6JD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field7=Yes, then Fraud_Field7A must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field7=Yes, then Fraud_Field8A must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field7=Yes, then Fraud_Field9A must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field8BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field8BC and Fraud_Field8BD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field9=Yes, then Fraud_Field9A must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field9=Yes, then Fraud_Field10A must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field10B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Fraud_Field10B is not blank, then Fraud_Field10C and Fraud_Field10D must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field10B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Fraud_Field10B is not null, then Fraud_Field10B cannot be blank.

If Fraud_Field10B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Fraud_Field10B is not blank, then Fraud_Field10C and Fraud_Field10D must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field10B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Fraud_Field10B is not null, then Fraud_Field10B cannot be blank.

If Fraud_Field10B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Fraud_Field10B is not blank, then Fraud_Field10C and Fraud_Field10D must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field10B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Fraud_Field10B is not null, then Fraud_Field10B cannot be blank.

If Fraud_Field10B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Fraud_Field10B is not blank, then Fraud_Field10C and Fraud_Field10D must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field10B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Fraud_Field10B is not null, then Fraud_Field10B cannot be blank.

If Fraud_Field10B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Fraud_Field10B is not blank, then Fraud_Field10C and Fraud_Field10D must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field10B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.
If Fraud_Field10CC is not null, then Fraud_Field10CD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12AC is not null, then Fraud_Field12AD must not be blank.

Consumer or Other Type of Score: If Fraud_Field20=No, then Fraud_Field22 must be blank.

If Fraud_Field10IC is not null, then Fraud_Field10ID must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field15 = Yes, then Fraud_Field15A must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field20D=Yes, then Fraud_Field22D must not be blank.

Criminal Convictions: If Fraud_Field20=No, then Fraud_Field22 must be blank.

If Fraud_Field12DC is not null, then Fraud_Field12DD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field10JC is not null, then Fraud_Field10JD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field20D=No, then Fraud_Field22D must be blank.

If Fraud_Field15 = No, then Fraud_Field15A must be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BC is not null, then Fraud_Field12BD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field19 = Yes, then Fraud_Field19A must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field11=Yes, then Fraud_Field11A must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field19 = No, then Fraud_Field19A must be blank.

If Fraud_Field12HC is not null, then Fraud_Field12HD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field10HC is not null, then Fraud_Field10HD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field20C=Yes, then Fraud_Field22C must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field15 = Yes, then Fraud_Field15A must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field15 = No, then Fraud_Field15A must be blank.

If Fraud_Field10EC is not null, then Fraud_Field10ED must not be blank.

Criminal Convictions: If Fraud_Field20=Yes, then Fraud_Field22 must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field19 = No, then Fraud_Field19A must be blank.

If Fraud_Field12CC is not null, then Fraud_Field12CD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field10GC is not null, then Fraud_Field10GD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field19 = Yes, then Fraud_Field19A must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field11=Yes, then Fraud_Field11A must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field10IC indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

Fraud_Field12B must be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12CE must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BE must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BD and Fraud_Field12BF must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BE and Fraud_Field12BG must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BG and Fraud_Field12BH must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BE must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BD and Fraud_Field12BF must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BE and Fraud_Field12BG must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BG and Fraud_Field12BH must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BE must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BD and Fraud_Field12BF must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BE and Fraud_Field12BG must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BG and Fraud_Field12BH must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BE must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BD and Fraud_Field12BF must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BE and Fraud_Field12BG must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BG and Fraud_Field12BH must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BE must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BD and Fraud_Field12BF must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BE and Fraud_Field12BG must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BG and Fraud_Field12BH must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BE must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BD and Fraud_Field12BF must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BE and Fraud_Field12BG must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BG and Fraud_Field12BH must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BE must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BD and Fraud_Field12BF must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BE and Fraud_Field12BG must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BG and Fraud_Field12BH must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BE must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BD and Fraud_Field12BF must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BE and Fraud_Field12BG must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BG and Fraud_Field12BH must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BE must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BD and Fraud_Field12BF must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BE and Fraud_Field12BG must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BG and Fraud_Field12BH must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BE must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BD and Fraud_Field12BF must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BE and Fraud_Field12BG must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BG and Fraud_Field12BH must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BE must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BD and Fraud_Field12BF must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BE and Fraud_Field12BG must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BG and Fraud_Field12BH must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BD must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BE must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BD and Fraud_Field12BF must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BE and Fraud_Field12BG must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BG and Fraud_Field12BH must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field12BB is not blank, then Fraud_Field12BC and Fraud_Field12BD must not be blank.
If Fraud_Field20E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must not be blank.  
Criminal Convictions: If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E= is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must be blank.

If Fraud_Field20=Yes, then Fraud_Field22 must not be blank.  
Demographic: If Fraud_Field20=Yes, then Fraud_Field22 must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=E or Fraud_Field22E=B, then Fraud_Field23A must not be blank.  
Demographic: If Fraud_Field22E=E or Fraud_Field22E=B, then Fraud_Field23A must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must be blank.  
Demographic: If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22=E or Fraud_Field22F is blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22=E or Fraud_Field22F is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field22=E or Fraud_Field22F is blank, then Fraud_Field23A is blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22=E or Fraud_Field22F is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=L or Fraud_Field22E is blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=L or Fraud_Field22E is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=L or Fraud_Field22E is blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=L or Fraud_Field22E is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=L or Fraud_Field22E is blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=L or Fraud_Field22E is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must not be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=I or Fraud_Field22E is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.  
Driving Behavior: If Fraud_Field22E=Yes, then Fraud_Field22E must be blank.
Online Media: If Fraud_Field22=E or Fraud_Field22=B, then Fraud_Field23A must not be blank.

Telematics: If Fraud_Field22=I or Fraud_Field22 is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must be blank.

If Marketing_Field1=Yes, then Marketing_Field1A must not be blank.

Telematics: If Fraud_Field22=I or Fraud_Field22 is blank, then Fraud_Field23A must be blank.

If Marketing_Field2GC is not null, then Marketing_Field2GD must not be blank.

If General_field2E<>N/A, then Marketing_Field9 must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field2EC is not null, then Marketing_Field2ED must not be blank.

If General_field2E<>N/A, then Marketing_Field13 must not be blank.

If General_field2E<>N/A, then Marketing_Field3 must not be blank.

Voice Analysis: If Fraud_Field20=Yes, then Fraud_Field22 must not be blank.

Other Non-Traditional Data Elements: If Fraud_Field20=No, then Fraud_Field22 must be blank.

If Fraud_Field20S=No, then Fraud_Field22S must be blank.

If Marketing_Field2FC is not null, then Marketing_Field2FD must not be blank.

Voice Analysis: If Fraud_Field20=No, then Fraud_Field22 must be blank.

If Fraud_Field22=E or Fraud_Field22=B, then Fraud_Field23A must not be blank.

If General_field2E<>N/A, then Marketing_Field5 must not be blank.

Telematics: If Fraud_Field20=Yes, then Fraud_Field22 must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field3=Yes, then Marketing_Field3AI, Marketing_Field3AC, and Marketing_Field3AE must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field3=Yes, then Marketing_Field3AI, Marketing_Field3AC, and Marketing_Field3AE must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field1=Yes, then Marketing_Field2A, Marketing_Field2AC, and Marketing_Field2AE must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field1=Yes, then Marketing_Field2A, Marketing_Field2AC, and Marketing_Field2AE must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field2B is not blank, then Marketing_Field2BC and Marketing_Field2BE must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field2B is not blank, then Marketing_Field2BC and Marketing_Field2BE must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field2C is not null, then Marketing_Field2CAD must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field2B is not blank, then Marketing_Field2BC and Marketing_Field2BE must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field2B is not blank, then Marketing_Field2BC and Marketing_Field2BE must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field2B is not blank, then Marketing_Field2BC and Marketing_Field2BE must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field2B is not blank, then Marketing_Field2BC and Marketing_Field2BE must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field2B is not blank, then Marketing_Field2BC and Marketing_Field2BE must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field2B is not blank, then Marketing_Field2BC and Marketing_Field2BE must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field2B is not blank, then Marketing_Field2BC and Marketing_Field2BE must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field2B is not blank, then Marketing_Field2BC and Marketing_Field2BE must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field2B is not blank, then Marketing_Field2BC and Marketing_Field2BE must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field2B is not blank, then Marketing_Field2BC and Marketing_Field2BE must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field4AC is not null, then Marketing_Field4AD must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field4CC is not null, then Marketing_Field4CD must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field4EC is not null, then Marketing_Field4ED must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field4GC is not null, then Marketing_Field4GD must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field4JC is not null, then Marketing_Field4JD must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field4HC is not null, then Marketing_Field4HD must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field4AC is not null, then Marketing_Field4AC and Marketing_Field4AE must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field4CC is not null, then Marketing_Field4CC and Marketing_Field4CE must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field4EC is not null, then Marketing_Field4EC and Marketing_Field4EE must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field4GC is not null, then Marketing_Field4GC and Marketing_Field4GE must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field4JC is not null, then Marketing_Field4JC and Marketing_Field4JE must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field4HC is not null, then Marketing_Field4HC and Marketing_Field4HE must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field4IB is not blank, then Marketing_Field4IC and Marketing_Field4HE must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field4HC is not null, then Marketing_Field4HD and Marketing_Field4HD must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field4JC is not null, then Marketing_Field4JD and Marketing_Field4HD must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field4HC is not null, then Marketing_Field4HD and Marketing_Field4HE must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field4IB is not blank, then Marketing_Field4IC and Marketing_Field4HE must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field4HC is not null, then Marketing_Field4HD and Marketing_Field4HE must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field4IB is not blank, then Marketing_Field4IC and Marketing_Field4HE must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field6JE must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field6JB is not blank, then Marketing_Field6JC and Marketing_Field6HE must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field6IB is not blank, then Marketing_Field6IC and Marketing_Field6HE must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field6F indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.
If Marketing_Field6E indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.
If Marketing_Field6D indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.
If Marketing_Field6C indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.
If Marketing_Field6B indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.
If Marketing_Field6A indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.
If Marketing_Field5=Yes, then Marketing_Field5A must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field6F indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.
| Marketing_973 | If Marketing_Field6EC is not null, then Marketing_Field6ED must not be blank. If Marketing_Field9 indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed. |
| Marketing_974 | If Marketing_Field6EC is not null, then Marketing_Field6ED must not be blank. If Marketing_Field9 indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed. |
| Marketing_975 | If Marketing_Field6GC is not null, then Marketing_Field6GD must not be blank. If Marketing_Field9 indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed. |
| Marketing_976 | If Marketing_Field6HC is not null, then Marketing_Field6HD must not be blank. If Marketing_Field9 indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed. |
| Marketing_977 | If Marketing_Field6IC is not null, then Marketing_Field6ID must not be blank. If Marketing_Field9 indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed. |
| Marketing_978 | If Marketing_Field6I is not null, then Marketing_Field6ID must not be blank. If Marketing_Field9 indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed. |
| Marketing_979 | If Marketing_Field7=Yes, then Marketing_Field7A must not be blank. If Marketing_Field7=Yes, then Marketing_Field7A must not be blank. |
| Marketing_980 | If Marketing_Field7=Yes, then Marketing_Field8AB, Marketing_Field8AC, and Marketing_Field8AE must not be blank. If Marketing_Field7=Yes, then Marketing_Field8AB AI/ML Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party, and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank. |
| Marketing_981 | If Marketing_Field8BB is not blank, then Marketing_Field8BC and Marketing_Field8BE must not be blank. If Marketing_Field8BB AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field8BB Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank. |
| Marketing_982 | If Marketing_Field8CC is not blank, then Marketing_Field8CE and Marketing_Field8CFE must not be blank. If Marketing_Field8BB AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field8BC Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank. |
| Marketing_983 | If Marketing_Field8DB is not blank, then Marketing_Field8DC and Marketing_Field8DE must not be blank. If Marketing_Field8DB AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field8BD Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank. |
| Marketing_984 | If Marketing_Field8EC is not blank, then Marketing_Field8ED and Marketing_Field8EE must not be blank. If Marketing_Field8EC AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field8EC Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank. |
| Marketing_985 | If Marketing_Field8FC is not blank, then Marketing_Field8FD and Marketing_Field8FE must not be blank. If Marketing_Field8FC AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field8FD Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank. |
| Marketing_986 | If Marketing_Field8GB is not blank, then Marketing_Field8GC and Marketing_Field8GE must not be blank. If Marketing_Field8GB AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field8BD Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank. |
| Marketing_987 | If Marketing_Field8HB is not blank, then Marketing_Field8HC and Marketing_Field8HE must not be blank. If Marketing_Field8HB AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field8BD Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank. |
| Marketing_988 | If Marketing_Field8JC is not blank, then Marketing_Field8JD and Marketing_Field8JE must not be blank. If Marketing_Field8JC AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field8JD Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank. |
| Marketing_989 | If Marketing_Field8KC is not blank, then Marketing_Field8KD and Marketing_Field8KE must not be blank. If Marketing_Field8KC AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field8KD Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank. |
| Marketing_990 | If Marketing_Field8LC is not null, then Marketing_Field8MD must not be blank. If Marketing_Field8LA indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed. |
| Marketing_991 | If Marketing_Field8MC is not null, then Marketing_Field8MD must not be blank. If Marketing_Field8LA indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed. |
| Marketing_992 | If Marketing_Field8MD is not null, then Marketing_Field8MC must not be blank. If Marketing_Field8LA indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed. |
| Marketing_993 | If Marketing_Field8ME is not null, then Marketing_Field8MD must not be blank. If Marketing_Field8LA indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed. |
| Marketing_994 | If Marketing_Field8NF is not null, then Marketing_Field8MD must not be blank. If Marketing_Field8LA indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed. |
| Marketing_995 | If Marketing_Field8NG is not null, then Marketing_Field8MD must not be blank. If Marketing_Field8LA indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed. |
| Marketing_996 | If Marketing_Field8NH is not null, then Marketing_Field8MD must not be blank. If Marketing_Field8LA indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed. |
| Marketing_997 | If Marketing_Field8NI is not null, then Marketing_Field8MD must not be blank. If Marketing_Field8LA indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed. |
| Marketing_998 | If Marketing_Field8NJ is not null, then Marketing_Field8MD must not be blank. If Marketing_Field8LA indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed. |
| Marketing_999 | If Marketing_Field8NK is not null, then Marketing_Field8MD must not be blank. If Marketing_Field8LA indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed. |
| Marketing_1000 | If Marketing_Field9=Yes, then Marketing_Field9A must not be blank. If Marketing_Field9=Yes, then Marketing_Field9A must not be blank. |
| Marketing_1001 | If Marketing_Field9=Yes, then Marketing_Field10A8, Marketing_Field10AC, and Marketing_Field10AE must not be blank. If Marketing_Field9=Yes, then Marketing_Field10A AI/ML Model Name, Developed Internally or by a Third-party, and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank. |
| Marketing_1002 | If Marketing_Field10BB is not blank, then Marketing_Field10BC and Marketing_Field10BE must not be blank. If Marketing_Field10BB AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field10BD Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank. |
| Marketing_1003 | If Marketing_Field10CC is not blank, then Marketing_Field10CD and Marketing_Field10CE must not be blank. If Marketing_Field10CC AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field10CD Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank. |
| Marketing_1004 | If Marketing_Field10DC is not blank, then Marketing_Field10DE and Marketing_Field10DF must not be blank. If Marketing_Field10DC AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field10DE Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank. |
| Marketing_1005 | If Marketing_Field10EB is not blank, then Marketing_Field10EC and Marketing_Field10EF must not be blank. If Marketing_Field10EB AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field10DF Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank. |
| Marketing_1006 | If Marketing_Field10FB is not blank, then Marketing_Field10FC and Marketing_Field10FE must not be blank. If Marketing_Field10FB AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field10DF Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank. |
| Marketing_1007 | If Marketing_Field10GB is not blank, then Marketing_Field10GC and Marketing_Field10GE must not be blank. If Marketing_Field10GB AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field10DF Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank. |
If Marketing_Field10AC is not null, then Marketing_Field10AD must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field10DC is not null, then Marketing_Field10DD must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field13=Yes, then Marketing_Field13A must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field10JC is not null, then Marketing_Field10JD must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field12IC is not null, then Marketing_Field12ID must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field12AC is not null, then Marketing_Field12AD must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field10FC is not null, then Marketing_Field10FD must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field10IC is not null, then Marketing_Field10ID must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field13=Yes, then Marketing_Field13A must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field10GC is not null, then Marketing_Field10GD must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field11=Yes, then Marketing_Field11A must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field10EC is not null, then Marketing_Field10ED must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field12HC is not null, then Marketing_Field12HD must not be blank.

Marketing_Field14AE must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field13=Yes, then Marketing_Field14AB, Marketing_Field14AC, and Marketing_Field12JE must not be blank.

Marketing_Field12HE must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field12HB is not blank, then Marketing_Field12HC and Marketing_Field12GE must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field12EB is not blank, then Marketing_Field12EC and Marketing_Field12CE must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field12BB is not blank, then Marketing_Field12BC and Marketing_Field12AE must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field12A indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Marketing_Field12J AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field12J Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field12H AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field12H Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field12D AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field12D Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field12C AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field12C Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field12B AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field12B Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field12A indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.

If Marketing_Field12J AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field12J Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field12H AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field12H Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field12D AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field12D Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field12C AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field12C Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field12B AI/ML Model Name is not blank, then Marketing_Field12B Developed Internally or by a Third-party and Level of Decisions Influenced by AI/ML must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field12A indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-party must be listed.
If Marketing_Field14AC is not null, then Marketing_Field14AD must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field24E=No, then Marketing_Field24 must be blank.

If Marketing_Field22=Yes, then Marketing_Field24 must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field14IC is not null, then Marketing_Field14ID must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field22C=No, then Marketing_Field24C must be blank.

If Marketing_Field17 = Yes, then Marketing_Field17A must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field21 = No, then Marketing_Field21A must be blank

If Marketing_Field21 = Yes, then Marketing_Field21A must not be blank

If Marketing_Field14AC is not null, then Marketing_Field14AD must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field22=No, then Marketing_Field24 must be blank.

If Marketing_Field22C=Yes, then Marketing_Field24C must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field22D=No, then Marketing_Field24D must be blank.

If Marketing_Field22D=Yes, then Marketing_Field24D must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field22=Yes, then Marketing_Field24 must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field14F is not null, then Marketing_Field14FD must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field22=Yes, then Marketing_Field24 must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field14BF is not blank, then Marketing_Field14BC and Marketing_Field14BD must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field14BF is not blank, then Marketing_Field14BC and Marketing_Field14BD must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field14BF is not blank, then Marketing_Field14BC and Marketing_Field14BD must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field14BF is not blank, then Marketing_Field14BC and Marketing_Field14BD must not be blank.

If Marketing_Field14BF is not blank, then Marketing_Field14BC and Marketing_Field14BD must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field22=Yes, then Marketing_Field24H must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field22=Yes, then Marketing_Field24J must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field22=No, then Marketing_Field24P must be blank.
If Marketing_Field22=Yes, then Marketing_Field24S must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field22=No, then Marketing_Field24K must be blank.
If Marketing_Field22=Yes, then Marketing_Field24T must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field22=Yes, then Marketing_Field24L must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field22=Yes, then Marketing_Field24M must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field22=No, then Marketing_Field24S must be blank.
If Marketing_Field22=No, then Marketing_Field24R must be blank.

If Marketing_Field24T=E or Marketing_Field24T=B, then Marketing_Field25AT must be blank.
If Marketing_Field24S=E or Marketing_Field24S=B, then Marketing_Field25AS must be blank.
If Marketing_Field24R=I or Marketing_Field24R is blank, then Marketing_Field25AR must be blank.
If Marketing_Field24R=E or Marketing_Field24R=B, then Marketing_Field25AR must be blank.
If Marketing_Field24Q=I or Marketing_Field24Q is blank, then Marketing_Field25AQ must be blank.
If Marketing_Field24Q=E or Marketing_Field24Q=B, then Marketing_Field25AQ must be blank.
If Marketing_Field24M=I or Marketing_Field24M is blank, then Marketing_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field24M=E or Marketing_Field24M=B, then Marketing_Field25AM must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field24K=E or Marketing_Field24K=B, then Marketing_Field25AK must be blank.
If Marketing_Field24I=I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25AI must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field24H=I or Marketing_Field24H is blank, then Marketing_Field25AH must not be blank.
If Marketing_Field24G=I or Marketing_Field24G is blank, then Marketing_Field25AG must not be blank.

Voice Analysis: If Marketing_Field24=E or Marketing_Field24=B, then Marketing_Field25A must not be blank.
Online Media: If Marketing_Field24=I or Marketing_Field24 is blank, then Marketing_Field25A must not be blank.
Medical: If Marketing_Field24=I or Marketing_Field24 is blank, then Marketing_Field25A must be blank.
Income: If Marketing_Field24=I or Marketing_Field24 is blank, then Marketing_Field25A must be blank.
Job Stability: If Marketing_Field24=E or Marketing_Field24=B, then Marketing_Field25A must be blank.
Natural Catastrophe Hazard: If Marketing_Field22=Yes, then Marketing_Field24 must not be blank.
Personal Financial Information: If Marketing_Field22=Yes, then Marketing_Field24 must not be blank.
Facial Detection/Recognition/Analysis: If Marketing_Field22=Yes, then Marketing_Field24 must not be blank.
Vehicle-Specific Data: If Marketing_Field22=Yes, then Marketing_Field24 must be blank.
Facial Detection/Recognition/Analysis: If Marketing_Field22=No, then Marketing_Field24 must be blank.

Marketing_1096 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must be blank.
Marketing_1097 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must not be blank.
Marketing_1098 If Marketing_Field24J or Marketing_Field24J is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must not be blank.
Marketing_1099 If Marketing_Field24J or Marketing_Field24J is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must not be blank.
Marketing_1100 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must not be blank.
Marketing_1101 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must be blank.
Marketing_1102 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must be blank.
Marketing_1103 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must be blank.
Marketing_1104 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must be blank.
Marketing_1105 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must be blank.
Marketing_1106 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must not be blank.
Marketing_1107 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must not be blank.
Marketing_1108 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must not be blank.
Marketing_1109 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must not be blank.
Marketing_1110 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must be blank.
Marketing_1111 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must be blank.
Marketing_1112 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must be blank.
Marketing_1113 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must be blank.
Marketing_1114 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must be blank.
Marketing_1115 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must be blank.
Marketing_1116 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must be blank.
Marketing_1117 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must be blank.
Marketing_1118 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must be blank.
Marketing_1119 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must be blank.
Marketing_1120 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must be blank.
Marketing_1121 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must be blank.
Marketing_1122 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must be blank.
Marketing_1123 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must be blank.
Marketing_1124 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must be blank.
Marketing_1125 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must be blank.
Marketing_1126 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must be blank.
Marketing_1127 If Marketing_Field24I or Marketing_Field24I is blank, then Marketing_Field25IA must be blank.
If Marketing_Field224I=Yes, then Marketing_Field224I must not be blank.

Voice Analysis: If Marketing_Field224I or Marketing_Field224A is blank, then Marketing_Field225A must be blank.

Marketing_1144 If Marketing_Field24U=No, then Marketing_Field24U must be blank.

Other Non-Traditional Data Elements: If Marketing_Field242=Yes, then Marketing_Field24 must not be blank.

Marketing_1145 If Marketing_Field24A4I or Marketing_Field24A4U is blank, then Marketing_Field24A5U must be blank.

Other Non-Traditional Data Elements: If Marketing_Field244 or Marketing_Field244B, then Marketing_Field24 must not be blank.

LP_1146 If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

Loss Prevention

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.

If General_Field22CF or General_Field22CH is not blank, then LP_Field22D must not be blank.
If LP_Field4FC is not null, then LP_Field4FD must not be blank.
If LP_Field4HC is not null, then LP_Field4HD must not be blank.
If LP_Field4AC is not null, then LP_Field4AD must not be blank.
If LP_Field4HC is not null, then LP_Field4HD must not be blank.
If LP_Field4AC is not null, then LP_Field4AD must not be blank.
If LP_Field4LC is not null, then LP_Field4LD must not be blank.
If LP_Field4HC is not null, then LP_Field4HD must not be blank.
If LP_Field4AC is not null, then LP_Field4AD must not be blank.
If LP_Field5=Yes, then LP_Field5A must not be blank.
If LP_Field5=Yes, then LP_Field5A must not be blank.
If LP_Field6IB is not blank, then LP_Field6IC and LP_Field6IE must not be blank.
If LP_Field6IB is not blank, then LP_Field6IC and LP_Field6IE must not be blank.
If LP_Field6HC is not null, then LP_Field6HD must not be blank.
If LP_Field6HC is not null, then LP_Field6HD must not be blank.
If LP_Field7=Yes, then LP_Field7A must not be blank.
If LP_Field8E indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-
party must be listed.
If LP_Field8E indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-
party must be listed.
If LP_Field8E indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-
party must be listed.
If LP_Field8E indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-
party must be listed.
If LP_Field7=Yes, then LP_Field7A must not be blank.
If LP_Field8E indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-
party must be listed.
If LP_Field8E indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-
party must be listed.
If LP_Field6DC is not null, then LP_Field6DC and LP_Field6DE must not be blank.
If LP_Field6IC indicates that the model is developed by a third-party, then the name of the third-
party must be listed.
If LP_Field8HC is not null, then LP_Field8HD must not be blank.

Driving Behavior: If LP_Field16=Yes, then LP_Field18 must not be blank.

Demographic: If LP_Field16=Yes, then LP_Field18 must not be blank.

If LP_Field18D=I or LP_Field18D is blank, then LP_Field19AD must be blank.

Job Stability: If LP_Field18=I or LP_Field18 is blank, then LP_Field25A must be blank.

Natural Catastrophe Hazard: If LP_Field16=Yes, then LP_Field18 must not be blank.

If LP_Field16F=No, then LP_Field18F must be blank.

Driving Behavior: If LP_Field18=I or LP_Field18 is blank, then LP_Field25A must be blank.

If LP_Field18D=E or LP_Field18D=B, then LP_Field19AD must not be blank.

Consumer or Other Type of Score: If LP_Field16=No, then LP_Field18 must be blank.

Criminal Convictions: If LP_Field18=I or LP_Field18 is blank, then LP_Field25A must be blank.

If LP_Field18J=E or LP_Field18J=B, then LP_Field19AJ must not be blank.

If LP_Field8JC is not null, then LP_Field8JD must not be blank.

If LP_Field18G=E or LP_Field18G=B, then LP_Field19AG must not be blank.

If LP_Field16H=No, then LP_Field18H must be blank.

Driving Behavior: If LP_Field18=E or LP_Field18=B, then LP_Field25A must not be blank.

Vehicle-Specific Data: If LP_Field16=No, then LP_Field18 must be blank.

If LP_Field18K=E or LP_Field18K=B, then LP_Field19AK must not be blank.

If LP_Field16H=Yes, then LP_Field18H must not be blank.

Demographic: If LP_Field18=E or LP_Field18=B, then LP_Field25A must not be blank.

Geocoding: If LP_Field16=Yes, then LP_Field18 must not be blank.

Geocoding: If LP_Field18=E or LP_Field18=B, then LP_Field25A must not be blank.

Job Stability: If LP_Field16=Yes, then LP_Field18 must not be blank.

Income: If LP_Field18=E or LP_Field18=B, then LP_Field25A must not be blank.

If LP_Field16G=Yes, then LP_Field18G must not be blank.

If LP_Field16N=Yes, then LP_Field18N must not be blank.

If LP_Field16L=No, then LP_Field18L must be blank.

If LP_Field16N=No, then LP_Field18N must be blank.

If LP_Field11 = Yes, then LP_Field11A must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field15 = No, then LP_Field15A must be blank.

If LP_Field15 = Yes, then LP_Field15A must not be blank.

If LP_Field11 = Yes, then LP_Field11A must not be blank.

Income: If LP_Field16=Yes, then LP_Field18 must not be blank.

If LP_Field16E=No, then LP_Field18E must be blank.

If LP_Field16I=Yes, then LP_Field18I must not be blank.

If LP_Field16J=Yes, then LP_Field18J must not be blank.

Income: If LP_Field16=Yes, then LP_Field18 must not be blank.

If LP_Field16J=No, then LP_Field18J must be blank.

If LP_Field11 = Yes, then LP_Field11A must not be blank.

Income: If LP_Field18=I or LP_Field18 is blank, then LP_Field25A must be blank.

If LP_Field18E=E or LP_Field18E=B, then LP_Field19AE must not be blank.

If LP_Field18I=E or LP_Field18I=B, then LP_Field19AI must not be blank.

Criminal Convictions: If LP_Field16=No, then LP_Field18 must be blank.

If LP_Field11 = Yes, then LP_Field11A must not be blank.

If LP_Field16 = Yes, then LP_Field16A must not be blank.

If LP_Field16 = No, then LP_Field16A must be blank.

If LP_Field16D=No, then LP_Field18D must be blank.

If LP_Field11 = Yes, then LP_Field11A must not be blank.

If LP_Field16H=Yes, then LP_Field18H must not be blank.

If LP_Field18I=E or LP_Field18I=B, then LP_Field19AI must not be blank.

If LP_Field16D=Yes, then LP_Field18D must not be blank.

Demographic: If LP_Field16D=Yes, then LP_Field18D must not be blank.

Geocoding: If LP_Field18=E or LP_Field18=B, then LP_Field25A must not be blank.

Vehicle-Specific Data: If LP_Field16=Yes, then LP_Field18 must be blank.

If LP_Field18K=E or LP_Field18K=B, then LP_Field19AK must not be blank.

If LP_Field18H=E or LP_Field18H=B, then LP_Field19AH must not be blank.

If LP_Field16E=No, then LP_Field18E must be blank.

If LP_Field18I=I or LP_Field18I is blank, then LP_Field19AI must be blank.

If LP_Field16I=No, then LP_Field18I must be blank.

If LP_Field16O=No, then LP_Field18O must be blank.

Facial Detection/Recognition/Analysis: If LP_Field16=No, then LP_Field18 must be blank.

Education: If LP_Field16=Yes, then LP_Field18 must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11 = No, then LP_Field11A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.

If LP_Field11A <> Provided by a third-party, then LP_Field12A and LP_Field12B must not be blank.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Condition 1</th>
<th>Condition 2</th>
<th>Condition 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LP_1292</td>
<td>LP_Field18O=I or LP_Field18O is blank</td>
<td>then LP_Field18AO must be blank.</td>
<td>Personal Financial Information: If LP_Field18=E or LP_Field18 is blank, then LP_Field25A must be blank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP_1293</td>
<td>LP_Field16P=Yes, then LP_Field18P must not be blank.</td>
<td>Loss Experience: If LP_Field16=Yes, then LP_Field18 must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP_1294</td>
<td>LP_Field16P=No, then LP_Field18P must be blank.</td>
<td>Loss Experience: If LP_Field16=No, then LP_Field18 must be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP_1295</td>
<td>LP_Field18P=E or LP_Field18P=B, then LP_Field19AP must not be blank.</td>
<td>Loss Experience: If LP_Field18=E or LP_Field18=B, then LP_Field25A must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP_1296</td>
<td>LP_Field18P=I or LP_Field18P is blank, then LP_Field19AP must be blank.</td>
<td>Loss Experience: If LP_Field18P=I or LP_Field18P is blank, then LP_Field25A must be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP_1297</td>
<td>LP_Field16Q=Yes, then LP_Field18Q must not be blank.</td>
<td>Medical: If LP_Field16=Yes, then LP_Field18 must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP_1298</td>
<td>LP_Field16Q=No, then LP_Field18Q must be blank.</td>
<td>Medical: If LP_Field16=No, then LP_Field18 must be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP_1299</td>
<td>LP_Field18Q=E or LP_Field18Q=B, then LP_Field19AQ must not be blank.</td>
<td>Medical: If LP_Field18=E or LP_Field18=B, then LP_Field25A must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP_1300</td>
<td>LP_Field16R=Yes, then LP_Field18R must not be blank.</td>
<td>Online Media: If LP_Field16=Yes, then LP_Field18 must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP_1301</td>
<td>LP_Field16R=No, then LP_Field18R must be blank.</td>
<td>Online Media: If LP_Field16=No, then LP_Field18 must be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP_1302</td>
<td>LP_Field18R=E or LP_Field18R=B, then LP_Field19AR must not be blank.</td>
<td>Online Media: If LP_Field18=E or LP_Field18=B, then LP_Field25A must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP_1303</td>
<td>LP_Field18R=I or LP_Field18R is blank, then LP_Field19AR must be blank.</td>
<td>Online Media: If LP_Field18R=I or LP_Field18R is blank, then LP_Field25A must be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP_1304</td>
<td>LP_Field16S=Yes, then LP_Field18S must not be blank.</td>
<td>Telematics: If LP_Field16=Yes, then LP_Field18 must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP_1305</td>
<td>LP_Field16S=No, then LP_Field18S must be blank.</td>
<td>Telematics: If LP_Field16=No, then LP_Field18 must be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP_1306</td>
<td>LP_Field18S=E or LP_Field18S=B, then LP_Field19AS must not be blank.</td>
<td>Telematics: If LP_Field18S=E or LP_Field18S=B, then LP_Field25A must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP_1307</td>
<td>LP_Field18S=I or LP_Field18S is blank, then LP_Field19AS must be blank.</td>
<td>Telematics: If LP_Field18S=I or LP_Field18S is blank, then LP_Field25A must be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP_1308</td>
<td>LP_Field16T=Yes, then LP_Field18T must not be blank.</td>
<td>Voice Analysis: If LP_Field16=Yes, then LP_Field18 must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP_1309</td>
<td>LP_Field16T=No, then LP_Field18T must be blank.</td>
<td>Voice Analysis: If LP_Field16=No, then LP_Field18 must be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP_1310</td>
<td>LP_Field18T=E or LP_Field18T=B, then LP_Field19AT must not be blank.</td>
<td>Voice Analysis: If LP_Field18T=E or LP_Field18T=B, then LP_Field25A must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP_1311</td>
<td>LP_Field18T=I or LP_Field18T is blank, then LP_Field19AT must be blank.</td>
<td>Voice Analysis: If LP_Field18T=I or LP_Field18T is blank, then LP_Field25A must be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP_1312</td>
<td>LP_Field16U=Yes, then LP_Field18U must not be blank.</td>
<td>Other Non-Traditional Data Elements: If LP_Field16=Yes, then LP_Field18 must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP_1313</td>
<td>LP_Field16U=No, then LP_Field18U must be blank.</td>
<td>Other Non-Traditional Data Elements: If LP_Field16=No, then LP_Field18 must be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP_1314</td>
<td>LP_Field18U=E or LP_Field18U=B, then LP_Field19AU must not be blank.</td>
<td>Other Non-Traditional Data Elements: If LP_Field18U=E or LP_Field18U=B, then LP_Field25A must not be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP_1315</td>
<td>LP_Field18U=I or LP_Field18U is blank, then LP_Field19AU must be blank.</td>
<td>Other Non-Traditional Data Elements: If LP_Field18U=I or LP_Field18U is blank, then LP_Field19A must be blank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>